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ABSTRACT
Design of an Improved System for Tool Tracking for Webcor Builders
Jamie Kusumoto, Veronica Valley

Webcor builders asked the Senior Project team to create a design of an organized
job box on Solidworks that improves worker efficiency, improves jobsite organization,
and limits financial losses, which are common tool-related issues for the company. As a
group, the members analyzed the job box current situation using multiple perspectives to
create two designs, one streamlined by each project group member. The project group
developed each of the designs based on a current state analysis in which we analyzed the
job box, simulated finding tools to create multiple motion studies, collected worker
feedback, conducted an ergonomic analysis, conducted a waste analysis and analyzed the
finances. With the current state analysis fulfilled and all aspects of the Webcor
deliverables addressed with a solution to implement in the design, the team moved to the
design process.
Each of the project members collected all the material from the current state
analysis and implemented it into two different designs. One was the most cost effective,
implementing recycled plywood cubbies in a pre-existing shelving unit. It implemented a
tool prioritization by keeping most used and important tools in the upper levels of the
box, in turn, also making it more ergonomically friendly. The second design
implemented very similar deductions from the current state, but varied from the first
design by converting the bottom shelf to a section for metal drawers. The drawers would
make it even more ergonomically friendly and addressed an issue noted in the time study,
which was the inability to find a tool in a cubby because of the tools being stacked. The
drawers make it the less cost effective design. Finally, from this analysis, the group
decided it would recommend that Webcor implements the first design, because it is so
cost effective. The tool prioritization, standard tool list and ease of the organization
would have the same effects as the second design. Because implementation was not in
our scope and not possible, we couldn’t quantify effectiveness, other than the analysis on
a pre-existing organized boox. The tool prioritization, standard tool list and ease of the
organization would have the same effects as the second design.
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1. Introduction
The subject of this report is the design of an improved tool storage system for
Webcor Builders jobsites, the objective of the project. For a Webcor Concrete job to run
smoothly, all employees on site must have the correct tools for the job at hand at the
correct time, like setting up the forms to hold the concrete needing to be poured that day.
Unfortunately, as explained by a Webcor Concrete project director, it never happens this
way and through the life of a project (and even just within the time it takes to complete a
task) tools are constantly misplaced or lost altogether. This lack of tool organization can
cost a project tens of thousands of dollars by the end, according to a Webcor Concrete
project manager. This estimate doesn’t even include the cost of idle time it takes for a
carpenter or laborer to go locate the correct tool. Beyond job finances, a Webcor
superintendent also mentioned disorganization and misplacement of tools as a safety
hazard and cause for tool breaks, which create their own inefficiencies during a task.
In order to limit those financial losses, increase job efficiency and improve
organization on a jobsite, the three main requirements for our project’s design. These
deliverables were mentioned by Webcor as issues stemming from lack of tool
organization, which is where our group’s objective comes into has been asked to design
an ideal tool box. The tool box houses those tools that are the basis of a whole Webcor
project. The toolboxes are large shelving-style units with doors locking in the expensive
tools and each employee team is assigned one, usually totalling to six per job site.
Similar tools are used on each project for every task, so creating an ideal and standard
storage layout would be a huge benefit to the completion of a project and to the company
as a whole. The design would need to coordinate tool storage to be best for how often and
for what tasks tools are used, as well as, making that design for the organization
fool-proof and easily maintained.
As the main deliverable being a CAD-based design for the tool box, we will be
approaching and organizing the project in a project management capacity. We will be
getting feedback from all employees associated with the tool organization, like
superintendents, carpenters, laborers and project managers. We will utilize work study
tools to analyze the current state of tool use and storage and to identify areas of waste.
We will apply ergonomics to our results to establish the best human-factors organization
for both systems. The use of process analysis and work studies, in conjunction with
ergonomic ideals, will allow us to identify the best coordination of tool use and design, as
mentioned before. From there, we will develop the CAD design, as well as any
recommendations on how to maintain our proposed organization. These proposed designs
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and recommendations will hopefully decrease the amount of tool loss and improve
worker efficiency which will in turn be financially beneficial to the company and
improve jobsite organization.
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2. Background
Webcor Builders is a commercial construction contractor with headquarters in
San Francisco, California. Founded in 1971 in San Mateo, the company later expanded
to Los Angeles and San Diego, being one of the largest builders in California. The main
deliverable for the project will be a toolbox design. We will create the designs based off
of our research throughout the project taking into consideration ergonomics, tools used,
usage, etc. We will use SolidWorks to create the official proposed designs for the
toolbox. The topics in this literature review will include Lean tools, process improvement
tools, design ideas, safety and ethics, and sustainability.
2.0 Industrial Engineering’s Place in Construction
The Institute of Industrial Engineers is widely renowned institute with a large
database of information and tools to be used by anyone looking to implement or learn
more about IE techniques. The article “Industrial Engineers are Gearing Up to Support
Construction”, written by Lincoln Forbes (IIE Division President), explains this new
trend of using Industrial Engineers in the construction industry. It details how
construction is a very necessary industry but it is also renowned for it’s lack of
productivity and large amount of waste, in many cases. Just knowing that, it should make
sense that IE has a place in the field. It explains how many times IE’s are getting
involved in every aspect of the construction process, even conducting motion and
ergonomic studies to help out the efficiency of laborer’s work. He details how one man,
Frank Gilbreth, got involved in the division by analyzing bricklayer’s work and his
improvements made the work time one third of the original time and even made their
work burden less. The article continues to explain how most people are confused in what
IE’s actually do, which makes them not realize how useful they could be in helping work,
regardless of the industry. Industrial Engineers are emerging in construction and those
not involved should look into the possibility. Construction company’s, as well, should
realize the potential for IE techniques in their work and see the potential benefits they
would reap. In other words, an innovative company like Webcor is moving in a great
direction by seeing what IE’s can do in all aspects of their work, like tool organization.
2.1 5S
The idea of organizing tool box alludes to the idea of 5S which is used for
organization. To learn more about 5S implementation, the article “Learning 5S principles
from Japanese best practitioners: Case studies of five manufacturing companies” by Jaca,
Paipa-Galeano, and Viles depicts a few cases of 5S in industry practice. The article
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defines the 5S acronym to signify Sort, Set in Order, Shine, Standardize and Sustain and
says this method instills good habits when it comes to company organization and
cleanliness -- two goals Webcor mentioned. The article gives the full definitions for each
step to the lowest level of abstraction, even distinguishing the significance of the method
for either a philosophy of life or a waste-eliminating tool. The 5S’s, in application, imply
distinguishing necessary vs. unnecessary, keeping necessary items in the correct place to
avoid useless searching, keeping the area clean, making the placement and cleaning
standard, and maintaining those 3 steps as well as the standard. Without even realizing it,
this is the initial approach our team wanted to take. As in the article, cases of
implementing 5S improve worker efficiency and work environments which is exactly
what Webcor is attempting to do with the tool box. So, in design, we need to make sure
to keep the 5S principles in mind by having a prioritized tool list which has a standard set
of tools to be in the box, a specific place for them, and have them placed in an order of
necessity. 5S is a primary tool used in Lean Manufacturing, which uses quite a few
different methods of reducing waste.
2.2 Lean Construction
The article “Lean Leadership -15 rules for sustainable lean implementation” by
Dombrowski and Mielke clearly explains 15 useful tools to implement lean in any
enterprise or industry looking to eliminate wastes. Webcor is trying to improve
efficiency, organization and their financial state which all imply wastes, or mudas,
causing these issues. Therefore, Lean ideals, although traditionally implemented in
manufacturing could be implemented in construction processes, which are quite similar to
manufacturing. The article details items like kanbans, which are an organization method
that generally just mean implementing labeled areas or bins for inventory or tooling
items. Dombrowski and Mielke also mention the aforementioned 5S practice to help
organization of work areas to maximize space, improve safety and efficiency in the
workplace by minimizing, primarily, the delay of searching for a work item. An
interesting point was the highlighting and emphasis of the cooperation between
management and employees as a single team striving for the efficiency. So, in our case,
there needs to be a symbiotic mentality across all of Webcor which keeps this tool
organization and awareness of the impacts of disorganization, like tool loss and decreased
worker efficiency, as a high priority. The article continues to emphasize the need for
organization and standardization throughout a process to allow for optimal process
improvement. The ideas of kanbans, in combination with that 5S principle, is extremely
applicable to our project because of its simplicity and effectiveness.
Lean Manufacturing, once again, is not just an ideal and methodology for
traditional manufacturing, contrary to the name. The principles used to make a
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manufacturing process lean can be applied to really any process. The article “Lean
construction tools and techniques” by Ballard, Tommeleint, Koskela and Howell, details
how the lean ideals in production management works in the construction industry. It puts
a particular emphasis on work structuring and production control by means of planning
and scheduling. It reminds the reader that in construction, the most important aspect of a
project’s scope is completing the tasks on time, which means being as efficient in the
construction process as possible. The other tool the article analyzes is constraint analysis,
the 80/20 rule, and so many other IE techniques in a construction application. In the end,
the article concludes that the use of these lean project delivery systems did in fact
increase the productivity of and decreased project durations dramatically for contractors.
The article enlightened us as to how we can apply a broader range of IE/Lean techniques
to analyze the current state of the tooling aspect of construction. Tools are the basis of a
construction project so analyzing how to improve efficiency with tool use in the same
way the article uses the lean project delivery system, could have the same effects in
increased productivity and efficiency. The article also introduces the “Lean Construction
Institute” which, after some research, provides various other articles and discussions on
lean applications in the construction industry. With some understanding of how to use our
Industrial Engineering techniques and skills to analyze the tooling process, we can look
for ideas of how they apply to the actual design of a toolbox.
2.3 Design Considerations
For the design aspect of the tool box, multiple designs will be considered. It is
important to have a variety of options available so that the construction staff can
determine which design will best suit their needs. The designs that we have reviewed and
will be considering are the portable tool storage box, tool storage bag, tool box with
combined elements, and a tool bucket organizer. In each of these designs, it is noted that
the embodiment of these variations is subject to many different variations in structure,
design, application and methodology. Because many varying and different embodiments
may be made within the scope, it is important to understand that the details provided are
to be interpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting sense.
Josh Bond, in his article “Cabinets Improve Storage and Retrieval of Special
Service Tools”, very simply describes that idea of a kanban system to sort and set in
order the tooling area of a Toyota Motors location. The piece describes how before any
set organization was implemented in the dealership, workers took around 6 minutes to an
hour a day hunting down special service tools for their work on cars. With the assistance
of an Industrial Engineer, they created a three-cabinet system that stored tools
categorically. Overall, the implementation was very simple but extremely effective. The
use of these labeled cabinets improved technician productivity and reduced costs by
almost eliminating that delay in searching for tools. As mentioned before, Webcor is
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looking to improve worker efficiency and reduce costs all while improving organization.
By using kanban systems like labeled cabinets to improve organization, they were able to
address efficiency and financial losses, which ties in perfectly to our project. The idea of
labeled cabinets could so easily be used in our design of a tool box by creating cabinets
of some sort within the shelf-style box.
Tool loss is one of the main issues presented to us by Webcor because lack of
availability of necessary tools stops work and also incurs large costs. Making sure tools
don’t get lost and are immediately available is critical in the performance of a
construction crew’s productivity. In our literature review article, “The Application of
Active Radio Frequency Identification Technology for Tool Tracking on Construction
Job Sites”, authors Goodrum, McLaren and Durfee strived to improve the efficiency of
tracking tools and improve their availability.RFID is an inventory system that identifies
items by using radio frequencies from chips on inventory that are picked up by a receiver.
This research effort developed a tool tracking and inventory system using commercially
available active radio frequency identification (RFID) tags. RFID systems are one of the
most anticipated advanced technologies that will transform processes across the
engineering and construction industries. The project demonstrates that active RFID can
be used to inventory small tools and store pertinent operation and maintenance data on
the tools in construction environment. As an asset tracking technology, field trials found
that active RFID technology has significant potential to improve tool inventory on a
construction jobsite. One of our ideas for improving tool tracking on our project included
the implementation of RFID, so this article proves to be significant in our efforts to
achieve this possibility for improving the tracking of tools at Webcor Builders.
With thousands of valuable tools on site, managing those tools and minimizing
incidences of loss, damage and theft will keep the job running smoothly. Therefore,
understanding tool management better, especially in regards to innovative tool tracking
ideas like the aforementioned RFID tags, will help the project by giving us direction in
how to approach our suggestions. The journal “An active tool-tracking system for
increased productivity” coauthored by M. Tap, J. Hewit, and S. Meeran introduces tool
management styles and options to increase productivity in almost any application. It
details that the basic steps of good tool management involve “acquisition, storage,
database development, selection and allocation, inspection, presenting, delivery, loading,
monitoring, replacement planning and inventory control of tools” (Tap, Hewit, Meeran).
The article then describes how tools are vital to the movement of production and
therefore a solid system should be in place to cover all the aforementioned topics of tool
management. The authors explain the development of a system that allows for
identification of tools in an easy fashion, what we know as RFID. The transmitters could
be put on the tools somewhere so that receivers could capture all identifications easily
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and in one fell swoop at designated stations. Considering all tools on a Webcor jobsite,
ideally, make it back to their designated tool boxes at the end of the day, they sound like
an ideal potential “receiver station”. Instead of the large amount of labor hours that would
be needed at the end of the day, in addition to what is normally done, to count tools, the
already in place procedure of returning the tools would count and identify the tools,
already. The article does mention that these RFID tags and systems are quite expensive
which deters companies and managers from trying to use the useful technology. From our
short search on RFID tags and portal receivers, we saw that these could be thousands of
dollars then multiplied by each box on site.
2.4 Safety and Ethics As an Aspect of Design
Moving away from the technical aspect of design, we were asked to investigate
ethical decisions our group could face when progressing through analysis and design. In
the article, “Design Engineers’ Responses to Safety Situations”, author Michael Toole
discusses how a consulting design civil engineer would respond to two site safety
situations. The response would depend on the decision criterion the engineer chooses.
The first situation is observing a site condition that poses a hazard to construction
workers. The second situation is choosing during the design process between a traditional
component and one that is more expensive but inherently less risky for the construction
workers. The potential decision criteria determining the engineer’s response include
maximizing the firm’s profits, complying with federal safety standards, complying with
ASCE’s policy on construction site safety, and complying with ASCE’s Code of Ethics.
The results of this theoretical analysis suggest that engineering firms have many things to
consider when it comes to design, but by ASCE’s Code of Ethics we must consider safety
and the worker first. A lot of our design process seeks to minimize safety risks and
continually communicate with the workers about how the design suits their work. When a
work area is cluttered and disorganized, especially with sharp and heavy tools, it poses a
huge safety risk for the workplace. Webcor puts a huge emphasis on safety, and that
mentality is strong among all management and all workers. As we mentioned in
discussing lean, trying to have an overall perspective and mentality that promotes the
importance of tool organization is key in sustainability. As this article reminds us,
keeping safety as a priority is the most ethical way of approaching decision and changes,
so by associating safety and tool organization, Webcor could have a greater impact with
maintaining our proposed system.
In another article, “Tool to Design for Construction Worker Safety” authors
Gambatese, Hinze, and Haas emphasize how construction safety is an area of concern for
employers of construction workers. In a recent study conducted by the Construction
Industry Institute,lean and safety practices have been slowly implemented in a project’s
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design in order to minimize or eliminate construction site hazards. These designs have
been incorporated into a computer program titled “Design for Construction Safety
ToolBox” that assists designers in recognizing project-specific hazards and implementing
the design suggests into a project’s design. The main objective of the design tool was to
provide a simple means by which a designer could be introduced to a variety of
project-specific design suggestions that would improve safety during the construction
phase of the project. The research team required the design tool to contain a variety of
approaches for reviewing a project, identification of safety hazards, presentation of
suggestions to eliminate the likelihood of the occurrence of hazards, documentation and
generation of the results, and the ability for other design suggestions to be input and
saved within the tool for future reference. This article relates to the safety aspect of our
project in various ways. Consideration of construction worker safety can enhance project
safety, mitigate common safety hazards and reduce the number of worker injuries. These
benefits lead to a reduction in redesign/rebuild and maintenance costs, and reduce
liability potential. So, in many ways, beyond what we previously stated about the safety
mentality helping the organization sustainability, improving safety with this organization
can address the other project deliverables. As stated, that consideration of safety could
improve efficiency by removing hazards and reducing the depletion of workforce due to
injury.
2.5 Environmental sustainability of concrete and steel
In considering the material needed for an organized job box, we wanted to be sure
that the selected material is economically and environmentally sustainable. Currently, the
construction industry faces many challenges to reduce energy consumption, carbon
emissions as well as other negative environmental impacts while maintaining high
economic sustainability and constructability performance. The building and construction
industry contributes to the increase of carbon emissions level in many aspects, such as
manufacturing of raw materials and transportation of finished products. As one of the
largest sources of emissions, the building and construction industry is facing increasing
pressure to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In order to address these environmental
issues, the construction industry has begun to work towards achieving sustainability.
Because concrete and steel are considered to be two of the main materials with high
embodied energy, the appropriately selection from these two construction materials may
help the industry to minimize the environmental impacts.
In this study, authors Yun Zhong and Peng Wu investigated the performance of
reinforced concrete framed (RC-framed) and structural steel framed (SS-framed)
buildings on economic sustainability, environmental sustainability, and constructability
performance indicators in Singapore. The results suggested that all of these performance
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factors are important in the decision making process for the selection of structural
materials. While RC-framed buildings outperformed SS-framed buildings in structural
costs, maintenance costs and financial costs, SS-framed buildings outperformed
RC-framed buildings in increased area, flexibility of internal space, recycling rate,
recyclability, waste rate, water consumption, labor savings and construction quality. The
two materials however performed on the same level in noise pollution and construction
safety.
New findings in this study also include that using structural steel in Singapore is
significantly expensive because economies of scale cannot be achieved. The benefits of
improved construction safety and reduced construction duration through the use of
structural steel are limited in Singapore because strict government regulations are applied
and reinforced concrete cores are constructed prior to the frame. Although the results may
have a wider applicability than these particular cases, the applicability of the results
outside Singapore is not presently investigated and should be examined in details in
future studies.
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3. Impacts of Webcor’s Current Tool Loss State
One of the main deliverables asked of our group was to ensure that this approach
of minimizing tool loss, with an organized tool box, would limit the financial losses
associated with that. To do so, we approached the financial analysis in multiple different
facets like analyzing if tool loss does have a financial impact and, if so, to what degree.
We also wanted to put a price to efficiency and see what impact that has on financial loss
from the time studies. Lastly, we put a price tag to that standard tool list as well as the
prioritized tool list, to quantify how much of an asset these boxes are to the company.
Lastly, we calculated the costs associated with creating Worker 1’s tool box and what
that would mean for the cost of our designs.
We received various documents from Paramount, the Webcor subsidiary company
jobs rent tools from, to sit down and analyze the current financial state of tool loss.
Unfortunately, there was only records on the first 4 months of the San Luis Obispo
project which was a total of $5,189.59. Because of our lack of information, we assumed a
constant rate of tool loss for the 13 month project and estimated the total at the end of the
project would be approximately $22,000. The SLO project was estimated to be a $25
million project, $16 million without labor costs, which makes a $22,000 seem pretty
miniscule (actually less than 1% of the project cost). If we take a step back, though,
remember that, as determined in the questionnaire and from interviews, this project does
particularly well in minimizing tool loss. In an interview with the project director, he
notified us that they have had a project lose $80,000 in tools in a shorter span (8-9
months). We also learned that Webcor currently has 12 projects going on and, depending
on start dates and other fluctuation, that number can be up to 20. If every one of those 12
projects did a “good job” like the SLO job, the company would lose $264,000 at the end
of this cycle. If all 12 of those projects did worse and were more like the project that lost
$80,000, the company would lose $960,000 nearly $1 million just by misplacing tools, a
large muda. Therefore, Webcor has every reason to believe that tool organization to
minimize tool loss would benefit the company financially and it should be taken seriously
because of that.
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4. Design
In this chapter, we will discuss the steps we took in creating our two main job box
designs. We’ve incorporated various Industrial Engineering tools in doing this - such as a
direct time study, spaghetti flow diagram, process flow diagram, as well as muda,
ergonomic and financial analyses. We used programs such as Microsoft Excel, Microsoft
Project, as well as SolidWorks to create our designs.
Our group was asked to create multiple design ideas for a standard tool box by
establishing a standard layout, with storage for specific tools in specific locations. The
design should minimize financial losses, increase worker efficiency and improve jobsite
organization. The final product should be a Solidworks layout that addresses those
requirements based on implementation of Industrial Engineering techniques and a large
amount of communication with Webcor employees. The duo team would have each
member create a design based on that research and communication.
Before we could move to any step of discovering the solution to Webcor’s
problem, our group needed to organize ourselves. We organized our work based on IME
303, Project Management, tools. We established the scope of our project and condensed it
into a scope statement detailing the objective to create a Solidworks design of a tool with
specific locations for specific tools. The design has to address the aforementioned
deliverable requirements in the same manner of using IE techniques and communication
with Webcor employees. Our goal was to have completed the objective by May 23rd and
to have all the other aspects of the report done by June 9th, free of charge to Webcor.
With our project focused with a scope statement, we moved to create a Work
Breakdown Structure (shown in Appendix A, Figure 1), detailing the route we would take
to complete our scope by breaking down all the necessary work. Having broken down the
necessary work, we added a timeline and schedule in the form of a Gantt chart. The
image in Appendix A, Table 1 shows the Gantt chart-style schedule that kept us on track
to comply to our scope’s time sensitivity. Each color corresponds to a task group, which
grouped the lowest level of abstraction in our Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). Having
established a scope, work breakdown and schedule preliminarily leading us to our next
task of carrying out the work. We began with the first column in the WBS: Current State
Analysis.
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4.1 Current State Analysis
To begin our analysis of the current state and our determination of ways to
address any issues regarding the project’s deliverables, we walked on site to see the tool
storage and usage process. We found the
multiple shelf-style job boxes currently used
on site and determined the dimensions that
we would most likely work with in our
design. In this walk through and during
conversations with multiple workers, we
discovered a unique feature for the San Luis
Obispo job-site that is not found at other
Webcor projects: an already organized job
box. One of the six foremen (we will call
him Worker 1), temporary proprietor to one
of the six job boxes, had taken it upon
himself to create a cubby-organized and labeled tool box (shown in the image to the
right). Because implementation is not in our scope but we did want to get some idea of
the effects of an organized box, this provided an extremely helpful opportunity to do just
that.
One of the biggest issues we came across that created quite a change-in-plan for
our group came in trying to address the most obvious item to quantify for this project:
which box was losing the most tools. If tool loss or the inability to access tools was really
the issue causing those three items Webcor wants our design to address, then that would
be the most clear and concise way of quantifying and analyzing what’s going on. With
the introduction to such a seemingly effective, organized tool box like that of the
foremen’s, this would be particularly useful in analyzing an organized box’s potential to
minimize tool loss. Unfortunately, at the beginning of this project, when the rented tools
were designated to certain Webcor employees, they did not designate them to the people
they actually go to. From our analysis of the assignment of tools spreadsheet we received,
you can see in the image in Appendix B, Figure 1 that the majority of the tools assigned
to the senior superintendent, who does not actually use the tools or work with the tool
boxes. Because of this impediment, we had to brainstorm other ways to quantify and
investigate tool loss on site.
In life as well as a variety of IME classes, we are taught that those most involved
in a process are going to be the experts about that process. For that reason, we get degrees
like Industrial Engineering. One mistake we didn’t want to make was not getting as much
feedback as we could from the workers using the tools on a daily basis, especially
because Webcor wanted the design to be based on feedback as per their project proposal.
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In that spirit, we conducted several interviews throughout the course of the project with
the Senior Superintendent, Superintendent, Project Engineer, and Project Manager on the
SLO jobsite. Whenever we had general Webcor questions, we would also ask them or
even the Project Director who was coordinating our project. We had a lot of help and
clarifications from these interviews, but our greatest result was the culmination of a list of
tools that all job boxes should have, from our interview with the Senior Superintendent
(shown in Appendix B, Table 1). This list allowed us to work out a specific location for
specific tools in our designs by categorizing them and knowing their approximate size.
In terms of worker feedback on the tool storage and tool usage process, we
wanted to get feedback on those processes, particularly on items we felt would be
difficult to quantify. So, we created a questionnaire, translated into spanish as well, to ask
the foremen in charge of a tool box on site a variety of questions. The questionnaire is
shown in Appendix C, Figure 1 with a corresponding table of the results in the table
below. The questionnaire asked three different types of questions: short answer, yes or
no, and rate a statement on a scale of one to five.The short answer questions asked for
suggestions on best practice for tool organization and for them to provide the most
used/top priority tools, assisting in our tool prioritization for our design. The yes or no
questions asked were if they thought having an organized toolbox (referencing Worker
1’s organized box on site) is beneficial and if it would minimize tool loss. These yes or
no questions allowed us to validate or nullify the idea that tool box organization was
beneficial to their work and to minimizing tool loss, like the proposal states. Lastly, the
rating questions asked them to what degree tool organization was a personal priority, how
the SLO project is doing, comparatively, with minimizing tool loss, and how often it
happens that they can’t find a tool.
As seen in Table 4.1.2 below, there were just about unanimous “Yes’s” for both
yes or no questions, displaying that it is valid to pursue ways to organize the job box so
as to benefit the work and minimize tool loss. The rating scale questions were all above
average, relatively high numbers implying three things: keeping tools together and
organized is a priority for the workers, the SLO job does a good job with tool tracking
and not finding a tool needed for their job is a somewhat frequent occurrence. This led
our group to believe that, if tool tracking is a priority, the continued lack of organization
and tool loss is most likely due to their system of organization. The results also implied
that analyzing the SLO project would be a good baseline for our analysis and that there is
an issue with not being able to find necessary tools.
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Table 4.1.2: Questionnaire Results

Another result of the questionnaire is the tool prioritization from the workers,
following 5S ideologies. With a ranking of tools and a reference list to all the tools that
should be accommodated in our box (from the senior superintendent interview), we could
create a more detailed, standardized organization based on actual usage. We actually
categorized the specific tools in the tool list, as shown in the table of Appendix B, Table
1, so with the categories of the prioritized tools we could designate locations for specific
groups of tools in the tool box. The graph below shows the tools mentioned in the
surveys and the amount of times mentioned throughout the questionnaires. So, in our
design we prioritized saws and roto hammers by keeping them at eye level and more in
reach. This, beyond being more ergonomic, ties into the 5S principles mentioned in the
Literature Review by prioritizing necessary tools. As stated in the Literature Review, this
will make the process efficient and minimize loss by eliminating that delay in the search
for tools. Again, we don’t have the ability to quantify the statement, but if those tools are
the most used they are the most important not to lose. If their location is at eye level, it
will be easier for the foreman, at the end of the day when he locks up his box, to visualize
if they are in place.

Figure 4.1.3: Bar Graph of Tool Lists
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4.2 Simulation
Because the scope of our project does not include testing and implementation of
the improved tool box, we are only able to present the alternatives to Webcor - in which
they will ultimately decide which design best suits their needs. We did, however, believe
we could test our designs in a way (without physically making it ourselves) by using
Worker 1’s box in simulating a direct time study. Without an actual implementation of
one of our designs, we thought this was a good way to test how efficient the workers are
with an organized box versus and unorganized box. Because both of our designs were
similar to that of Worker 1’s, we believed that this was a good representation of the
design if it were to be implemented. In our direct time study, we wanted to compare
Webcor’s current toolbox with Worker 1’s self-made toolbox. Because of intense job
schedules and the inability to lend us a lot of time on the worker’s behalf, this simulation
was the only way to get data on the actual use of the tool box. With these two toolboxes,
we had the same participant find and pick out three tools in each of the toolboxes and
timed them accordingly. If for some reason the tool was not found in either of the
toolboxes, the participant was to go to the nearest toolbox, acquire the tool, and bring it
back to the initial toolbox. We realized that because all the carpenters, laborers and
foremen are always busy, it would be costly for them (and Webcor) to take the time out
of their busy days to work with us, so we had an intern (who knew what each tool looked
like, as well as the layout of the jobsite) participate in our time study.
We began our time study with Webcor’s current job box, using one of the
foremen, Worker 2’s Box. The three tools he was told to find were a hammer, a
rotohammer, and a skill saw. As you can see in the chart, the timing seems to be roughly
normal until tool #3 is not found in the box. Because the tool is not located in the box,
our participant was to go to the nearest job box which happened to be on the next level.
In comparing the two time studies, the times seem to be relatively parallel to each other
(0:31 vs. 0:36 after acquiring tool 2) until “searching for tool 3”. The difference of 1:14
here is due to the fact that in Worker 2’s box, tool 3 is not located inside - therefore the
participant was to locate the nearest job box, (which happened to be on the next floor of
the same building) “borrow” the tool from that box, and then return to the initial starting
point where Worker 2’s Box was located.
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Table 4.2.1: DTS of Worker 1 and 2’s Tool Box

Figure 4.2.2 : Spaghetti Diagram of walking to the nearest job box (2 levels)
After conducting the direct time study, we were able to create a spaghetti diagram
to show the path the participant took to search for the tools. The spaghetti diagram in
Figure 4.2.2 above shows the path our participant took to find the nearest job box. The
purpose of this spaghetti diagram is to show a visual representation using a continuous
flow line tracing the path of an item or activity through a process - which in this case, is
finding the third tool (not in the original job box). It is difficult to tell in this layout plan,
but this actually represents an entire building, which has two floors, a motion muda.
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Table 4.2.3 : Flow Process Diagram of Worker 2’s Box

Table 4.2.4 : Flow Process Diagram of Worker 1’s Box.

The tables above represent a flow process diagram (FPD) which is similar to a
direct time study in that it shows the tasks in a process and how long it takes to complete
them, except in addition, it shows a visual representation of which kind of process it is.
The types of processes included in a flow process diagram are: operations, transportation,
inspections, delays and storage. In our study, the only three that appropriately fit were
operations, transportation and delays. Once each task was assigned with a process (or
shape) and time, we calculated the amount of occurrences and the total time it took to do
each. This allows us to locate where the areas of inefficiency occur in this process. As
you can see in the summary table for each FPD, the only number that stands out between
the two studies are the number of transportation processes. In worker 1’s box, the number
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of transportation occurrences are 1 and the total transportation time is 0:03. In Worker 2’s
box, the total transportation occurrences are 3, with a total transportation time of 1:36.
Overall, the total time to complete the time study for Worker 1 and Worker 2’s box are
0:47 and 2:41, respectively. We realize that this difference in time may not seem like a
great deal to many people, but because of the multiple occurrences of this (from the
questionnaire), this is proved to accumulate more and more over time. After completely
the study, we interviewed the participant to see what the main differences were between
the two boxes. He said the biggest issue with Worker 2’s box (besides tool 3 not being
inside) was that it did not provide labels to where each tool belonged. He claimed that the
labels in Worker 1’s box helped identify where each tool was located and if it was not in
the box, it would be easily noticeable. This proves that an organized tool box with labels
to designate where each tool belongs will benefit the workers and increase efficiency.
4.3 Ergonomics
Because it makes work areas safe and more productive, hence playing a big part
in measuring worker efficiency, Ergonomics played a large role in the design aspect of
this toolbox. In conducting our ergonomic analysis, we took into consideration the
average height of a male in the U.S. to be 5’10” (most construction workers being male)
and used this to determine the height of the improved toolbox. The lowest shelf is only 9”
off the ground, which assumes a lot of repetitive bending for the workers. The shelf
closest to the ground is also the biggest shelf, which holds the heavier equipment that can
weigh up to 10 pounds. Bending excessively while carrying heavy equipment proves to
be a safety hazard because workers can find themselves having serious back problems in
the near future. From the survey we conducted, we concluded that the most commonly
tools used defined in the survey, were not necessarily at the top or the most accessible.
This was also made obvious when conducting the direct time study - when our participant
was asked to find the hammer, it was found in a jam-packed cubby in which he had to to
bend down and take a couple hammers to just obtain one of them, making this an
ergonomically inefficient condition. To combat this issue of inaccessibility, we plan to
place the more frequently used tools such as a skill saw, hammer and roto hammer, near
the top where it is easily accessible to all workers. Along with this, we plan to either
make this hammer cubby/ compartment bigger in order to fit more hammers, or perhaps
designate more than one compartment to hammers.
In conducting the time and motion studies above, we identified the mudas
involved in this process. The three main mudas or areas of waste we observed were
waiting, motion and transportation. From the time study, we observed a significant
amount of waiting time in order to locate the tools. This is mostly due to the workers not
knowing where each tool is located, therefore having to spend several seconds or even
minutes waiting to obtain the tool needed. We also observed a lot of unnecessary motion
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to find the tools, especially if they were not found in their designated tool box. When this
occurs, workers usually go to the nearest toolbox or construction worker to see if they
have that tool available, which wastes time and the job site’s money. Quite similar to
motion, construction workers who have to borrow tools (because they were not found in
their assigned toolbox) are wasting time transporting the tools back to where they
borrowed them from.
4.4 Financial Analysis
Limiting financial losses can also be affected by aspects other than tool loss. As
we mentioned, we conducted a direct time study to see the current state of efficiency in
trying to find tools in the box. We were provided the average cost of labor for both a
laborer and a carpenter which is $32.83 and $40.00, respectively. We picked apart the
time study into the actual trial using Worker 1’s box, a trial using Worker 2’s box but
subtracting the time taken to go find a tool not in the box, a trial using Worker 1’s box
adding in that subtracted time of finding a tool not in the box, and the actual trial using
Worker 2’s box including the time taken to go find the tool.
The excel chart in Table 5 below lays out the total time spent when finding the
three tools in both Worker 2’s and Worker 1’s toolboxes. We calculated how much it
would cost each carpenter and laborer for every occurrence of finding a lost tool. If all
tools were located in Worker 1’s box, it would cost the company for a carpenter/laborer
$0.50/ $0.41, respectively, and for Worker 2’s box, $0.61/ $0.50 for a carpenter and
laborer. If the tool were not located in either of the toolboxes, it would cost $1.38/ $1.13
for each carpenter/laborer, respectively, for Worker 1’s toolbox and $1.49/ $1.22 for
Worker 2’s toolbox. Needless to say, the amount is quite miniscule and even cutting that
in half would still be quite minimal, especially considering that most of the time they find
their tools up at the beginning of the work day and maybe once again at lunch.
Regardless, reducing the time it takes to find tools, particularly by reducing the
occurrences of the tool not being in place would help the work flow and a small financial
amount.
Table 4.4.1 : Efficiency Cost of Laborer and Carpenter.

To get an idea of how much the tools are and the price tag of a tool box with the
standard tool list, we created tables, labeling a cost for each one. The table displayed in
Appendix B, Table 1 shows the standard tools with as many prices associated with each
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tool that we could find. Table 4.4.2 below shows the prioritized tools for every tool box
and as many prices associated with each that we could find, as well. As noted in the tool
prioritization table, each tool ranges from $150-$700. These being the most used tools,
they would be the most likely to get lost and each one could make quite a dent. That same
table in Appendix B, Table 1 displays that we are missing quite a few prices for tools, but
even without those the box is worth over $11,500. These toolboxes are a large assets for
Webcor and they are right in trying to reduce financial loss by keeping them together.
Table 4.4.2: Pricing of the Prioritized Tool List

The current state analysis surrounding worker efficiency, job box (and in turn:
job-site) organization, and tooling financial state provided us multiple issues and
corresponding solutions to address in our design. Our group established Webcor does
have issues with tool loss and organization, and the workers, as well as the company
would benefit substantially by minimizing that loss and maximizing that organization.
We have a general consensus that Worker 1’s organized toolbox works well in addressing
the aforementioned issues as seen in the questionnaire, financial analysis and direct time
studies. Webcor asked for standardized, specific locations for tools and we’ve been able
to establish what tools will go in the box and a prioritization for those tools. Doing so will
address ergonomic issues, like constant bending and heavy lifting, and aid with
minimizing tool loss. With all this in mind, each group-mate created a design. Before
doing so, though, they wanted to see the costs associated with Worker 1’s box to see if it
is worth it in terms of limiting financial losses.
Orlando’s tool box costs $1,225 to make, which is only $169 more than the
standard box rental. The expense is nearly all in the labor it takes to construct the box,
which is about 2 hours with 2 carpenters or 4 hours at $40.00, as seen below. Also in the
figure, If a site were to create 6 of those boxes, the job would need to save $1,010 in
tools by the end of the job to break even (aka 2-3 tools by the end of the job). From
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interviews, the superintendent and senior superintendent repeatedly say they have no
doubt within an entire job, they could save 2 or 3 tools if each team were to have an
organized box. As we stated before and showed in the figure, the two most used tools
cost $200 and $700 so just saving one of each by the end of the 13 month project would
be close to covering the cost. The box actually minimizes job waste too, which ties into
jobsite organization, because it does use scrap plywood which would’ve otherwise been
thrown away. In other words, using his technique is very cost efficient and also
addresses cleaning up the job site.
Table 4.4.3 : Cost of Worker 1’s Box

The first design is shown in the image below and its dimensions can be found in
Appendix D, Figure 1. The design follows Worker 1’s layout and organizational
components by using the Paramount Builders shelving unit as a base and plywood
cubbies to create smaller locations for tools. Using the same shelf allows Webcor to not
have to purchase new toolboxes, which are usually over a thousand dollars (at least) The
boxes still have very adequate organization for the tools. It has specific locations for the
tools, putting the saws and roto hammers at the top, closest to eye level, because they are
the most used tools. The design continues that priority method by putting all other tools
below according to their necessity. We learned in an interview with the superintendent
that almost all tools use batteries which, when unused, should be put back in the chargers.
Putting those at the most reachable levels will aid in workers putting the batteries to
charge and keeping them in sight, because they are so vital to their work. As we
mentioned, there was an issue noted in the direct time study with not being able to find a
tool in a small cubby because the hammers were stacked, which is easily done with
smaller hand tools in a larger cubby. Therefore, this design put the hand tools in the doors
where there are shallow cubbies so they cannot be stacked.
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Figure 4.4.4: Design 1 Tool Box
The box is identical in cost to Worker 1’s box, using the same materials as that
box and no change dramatic enough to alter labor time needed. So, the cost of a box is
$168.35 more than the non-organized box, but, as the many interviews repeated, that
amount could easily be saved in tools over the course of a project. The box would also
have the same improvements in efficiency noted in the direct time study as well as the
benefits like minimizing tool loss, aiding work and improving organization as was stated
in the questionnaire.
The second design is shown in the image below and its dimensions can be found
in Appendix D, Figure 2. This alternative is designed to suit the issue of tool loss. The
inside of the box is similar to the first design except it contains drawers instead of cubbies
in certain areas. We designed it this way to address the issue of tool loss, although we
can’t prove quantitatively that this will in fact decrease tool loss occurrences (other than
worker feedback). Compared to the first design, this one is more ergonomically friendly
in the way we arranged the drawers and cubbies. First, we moved the ‘Safety and Large
Equipment’ shelf from the bottom to the middle; this addresses the issue of having to
bend lower for the heavier equipment. We placed the more frequently used equipment at
the top of the box and put the hammers in the drawers so workers don’t stack them,
which proved to be an issue in the direct time study. The drawers will actually decrease
the amount of time it takes to look for the tool and obtain it, as well as decreasing tool
loss because the tools will be more secure inside the drawers. The drawers are also very
ergonomic because they eliminate the need to bend down and reach into the lower
shelves.
If this toolbox were implemented, we would suggest to use the same materials as
Worker 1’s box as well as adding drawers, which will need to be purchased elsewhere.
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This will cost the $169 extra, like Design 1, however it includes the addition of
customized drawers. We looked up the cost from multiple places and found that Home
Depot was the cheapest using steel to make these customized drawers - this would cost
about $150. If the drawers were made of plywood, this would use more labor time and
company money, but the material would be cheaper; being that plywood is a recyclable
material used by Webcor.
We have gathered a resonating agreement that an organized box would save many
more tools per project, however this is rather hard to quantify. A more ergonomic design
translates to better efficiency - the drawers diminishing the need to bend over and look in
the back of compartments, minimizing the delay to search for tools which ultimately
saves the worker’s time and the company’s money.

Figure 4.4.5: Design 2 Tool Box
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5. Methods
In this chapter, we will discuss how we experimented and tested our design. Our
means of testing were particularly “unique” in that we did not have a physical
representation of either of our SolidWorks designs (due to time and resource constraints).
Rather than not testing at all, or waiting for Webcor to chose one and implement, we
instead thought it would be plausible to use Worker 1’s toolbox due to its similarity in
design. This method of testing, though not the most ideal, was very helpful in terms of
determining which design would be the most optimal.
Discovering Worker 1’s box was extremely helpful in facilitating our ideas and
understanding the potential for our project. It was widely known throughout the jobsite
and the Webcor management understood how it worked and had seen how it’s worked on
the job site for quite a bit of time. As we stated previously, implementation was not in the
scope of our project and was not possible for our project. Creating the box would require
some carpentry skills and tools and the nature of the construction work is too time
sensitive and demanding for a carpenter to stop their work to help us build it. Not to
mention, this could not be done during work hours because there are no spare tool boxes
on site and the ones not organized on site are in constant use. The resources were not
available for us and the implementation of our design was not realistic, which was
disheartening. It’s easy to say how much we feel our designs would improve their current
system but being able to quantify that improvement would be so beneficial.
However, as seen in both of the validations for our designs, we treated Worker 1’s
box as if it were testing the potential of an organized box. It did not match our designs
exactly, but the box was similar enough and had enough organization for us to be able to
test and quantify the differences between a box that is not as organized. From that testing,
we received that the organized box was $168.35 more expensive, but all Webcor workers
we spoke with agreed that organization would save much more money than the box cost
to make. We realized that an organized box could be about 2 minutes more time efficient
than a disorganized box by minimizing time it takes to find tools and occurrences of not
being able to find the right tool. By doing so, it minimizes the added movement needed to
find a tool when a tool is not found immediately, further reducing that delay. It also uses
a standardized organization and placement of tools, which our worker feedback and
literature reviews resonated would minimize tool loss and improve jobsite organization.
The only difference is the placement of tools based on prioritization and ergonomics.
Therefore, testing the organized tool box as estimating the potential for an organized box
isn’t misled and is how we approached the testing of the organized box.
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6. Results and Discussion
From the current state analyses, we were able to create two designs that we
believe will mitigate the issue of tool loss and enhance worker efficiency. The direct time
study, flow process chart and spaghetti diagram helped us visualize the bottlenecks of the
process of finding a tool and the effectiveness of their current toolbox on site. The time
studies allowed us to calculate a financial analysis of efficiency costs of each carpenter
and laborer for every occurrence of finding a lost tool. As stated in the financial analysis
section, if the tool were not located in either of the toolboxes, it would cost each
carpenter/laborer $1.38/ $1.13, respectively, for Worker 1’s toolbox and $1.49/ $1.22 for
Worker 2’s toolbox. Again, though these costs seem very miniscule, this is for one
occurrence of a finding a misplaced tool. According to the questionnaire results, the
occurrences of this delay will typically accumulate throughout workday, resulting in
additional non-value added labor costs for Webcor. The job box dimensions, prioritized
tool list, muda and ergonomics analyses contributed to designing the toolbox. We used
similar dimensions to that of their current toolbox so that if built and implemented, the
costs would not fluctuate far from their current box. The prioritized tool list aided us in
figuring out which tools should be placed where (i.e. frequently used tool should be
placed somewhere easily accessible) and how many cubbies or compartments each tool
should have. The muda and ergonomic analyses allowed us to identify the soft savings
we could implement in our designs. Even just raising the toolbox a little higher or
reducing the amount of bending can prove to be very beneficial in the future. To compare
which design would be the most optimal for Webcor to implement, we conducted a
cost/benefit analysis for each design alternative. If design 1 were chosen and
implemented, it would cost $168.35 more than the standard tool box already used. This
design was cheaper to make compared to design 2, which would be $318.35, (the
additional $150 contributing to incorporating steel drawers) however it is more
ergonomic by almost eliminating the need to bend and look in the entirety of a shelf.
Our group approached each of the deliverables required by Webcor for the
solidworks design to incorporate in the design in as many ways we could think of based
on our Industrial Engineering knowledge. The IE techniques were also validated in our
Literature Reviews. By testing the current state and also comparing those results to an
Worker 1’s organized box, we got a good idea of the issues at hand and were able to
distinguish the solutions to be considered in Design 1 and 2. Both designs implemented
the results in similar but distinct manners. It was easy to form ideas in our minds of what
already needed to be done for the job box without first collecting data. For the most part,
the results on each of the test were expected and agreed with those original thoughts. The
most surprising part for our group was the financial analysis, which made the impact of
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what we were trying to do more tangible. The impact tools and losing or breaking tools
has on the cost of a project is quite extraordinary and unexpected.
As stated in methods and experimentation, we were unable to get results on
implementation. But, if Worker 1’s box already minimizes tool loss, makes work more
efficient and improves jobsite organization, than incorporating ergonomics and
implementing 5S tools and kanbans would only improve the process even more.
We stated early on in this writing that one of our earliest road bumps was the
inability to quantify what boxes were losing how many tools. Especially with an
organized box on site, the distinction between teams could help us analyze each team to
see how the differences, if there are any, come into play. So, we do feel that Webcor
would benefit in sustaining a standardized, organized tool box and be able to
continuously analyze the process if they just designated what tools go to what team,
which is one aspect of our recommendation.
It was hard to come to a definite conclusion on which toolbox proved to be the
most optimal for Webcor. Our limitations from the experimentations section would be
not actually “testing” one of our designs. As stated earlier in the report, we used Worker
1’s toolbox as a representation for our designs, just because of their similarity in design
and the increased organization over what they usually have. Due to time and personnel
constraints, we were not able to make a physical representation of each toolbox and
present it to Webcor - we were only able to give them the Solidworks model and drawing
and recommend which design best suits their tool loss and organization issue.
Realistically, if we had more time, we would build and implement each design and over
the course of a project, we could see which toolbox performs better in terms of efficiency
and tool loss.
We do believe implementing and sustaining an organized, standardized tool box
would be highly beneficial to the company. Unfortunately, that sustainability could be
where issues pop up. We believe the box designs could be very easily implemented, and
even has that ease of customizability according to specific preferences, if need be. In the
questionnaire explanation, we mentioned that we got a unanimous five out of five from
the foremen when rating how much of a priority they thought tool organization and
tracking was to each of their teams. Therefore, we do believe the workers have the
mentality of that being a high priority, so if they just change the system of organization
the workers work with for the tools, there will be real results. So, we do believe this
change in the system, by designating who gets what tools and implementing a design
would be very successful and sustainable.
If issues do start popping up on site, tool tracking and cross referencing with the
original tool designation from the start of the job would make it possible to further
analyze where and why problems are happening.
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7. Summary and Conclusions
Webcor Builders presented us the problem of tool loss - being easily misplaced
and lost causing work delays, safety hazards, and the constant need for replacing lost
equipment. Through analyzing the movement of tools, tool organization and efficiency
tests, we were able to provide Webcor their expected deliverables of two designs of a tool
box using Solidworks.
In our solution approach, we implemented various studies such as a direct time
study, surveys, ergonomic and muda analyses, as well as financial studies to help create a
thorough designs to ultimately mitigate their issue of tool loss.
Pros of Design 1:
● Heavily based on communication with workers and managers.
● $168.35 more expensive than the standard tool box already used.
● Incorporates the standard list of tools all job boxes should have .
● Improves jobsite organization because it implements a specific location for each
tool based on usage in labeled cubbies.
● Ergonomic based on raising more used tools to higher levels.
● More efficient by everything having a place and being able to easily visualize the
placement of a tool.
● More efficient by having good sized cubbies to fit tools, particularly having
shallow cubbies for hand tools so they could not be stacked as they often were.
● Minimizes tool loss and associated financial loss by making it easier to put tools
back and visualize when something isn’t in place. This was also agreed on in the
questionnaire by the workers.
Cons of Design 1:
● Tools could be placed in cubbies in a disorganized manner.
● Workers would have to bend and reach in bottom shelving areas.
Pros of Design 2:
● Heavily based on communication with workers and managers.
● Improves jobsite organization by incorporating steel drawers which are more
ergonomic by almost eliminating the need to bend and look in the entirety of a
shelf.
● $168.35 + $150 = $318.35 more expensive than the standard tool box already
used.
● Incorporates the standard list of tools all job boxes should have.
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● Improves jobsite organization because it implements a specific location for each
tool based on usage in labeled cubbies.
● Ergonomic based on raising more used tools to higher levels.
● More efficient by everything having a place and being able to easily visualize the
placement of a tool.
● More efficient by having good sized cubbies and drawers to fit tools, particularly
having shallow drawers for hand tools so they could not be stacked as they often
were.
● Minimizes tool loss and associated financial loss by making it easier to put tools
back and visualize when something isn’t in place. This was also agreed on in the
questionnaire by the workers
Cons of Design 2:
● Tools could be placed in drawers and cubbies in a disorganized manner.
● The drawers could get jammed, causing issues in putting things away and
attaining things in the drawers, adding to the time needed to get tools.

The project went quite smoothly but I think our project felt time-constrained at
times, which usually stemmed from a lack of organization. I think having done the
project management aspect of the preliminary approach for the design during the first
quarter of this course would have been extremely beneficial. I also would have loved to
have been able to implement the design or at least be able to quantify if Worker 1’s box
does in fact lose less tools compared to the other boxes. If Webcor does decide to
implement our recommendations, I would like the opportunity to test out whether, or to
what degree, an organized toolbox addresses company issues and aids work.
Our final recommendation to Webcor would be to implement design alternative 1.
This design is the most cost friendly and will already prove to be more effective than the
current tool box now - with the addition of separate cubbies or compartments and the
labels to designate where each tool should go. Though we can’t prove this definitely, we
can already see the benefits if something like this were to be implemented with the use of
Worker 1’s self-made toolbox.
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Appendix A
Figure 1: Project’s Work Breakdown Structure

Table 1: Project’s Gantt Chart Schedule with colored task groups
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Appendix B:

Figure 1: Bar chart of quantity of tools on site per original designation.
Table 1: Standard Tool List with Pricing
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Appendix C:

Figure 1: Sample Questionnaire
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Appendix D:

Figure 1: Dimensions to Design 1 (in inches)

Figure 2: Dimensions to Design 2 (in inches)

